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A good idea to mitigate the adverse effects 
of pandemics! – perhaps do now !!

Pre-1900’s

CH 13 DAYLIGHTING
- RE-READ CH 7 HVAC-PASSIVE-Solar-Heating
- RE-READ Roman-A&E(pptx-audio pdf mp4)

http://users.etown.edu/w/wunderjt/Architecture%20Lectures/BOOKSTORE%207%20EGR343_Green_Arch_Engr_CH_7_LECTURE_Passive_Solar_Design.pdf
http://users.etown.edu/w/wunderjt/Architecture%20Lectures/Roman%20Architectural%20Engineering.pptx
http://users.etown.edu/w/wunderjt/Architecture%20Lectures/Roman%20Architectural%20Engineering.mp4
http://users.etown.edu/w/wunderjt/Architecture%20Lectures/Roman%20Architectural%20Engineering.mp4
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FENG SHUI (Chinese, 6000 years old!)
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https://inhabitat.com/cocage-stepped-mountain-home-

incorporates-light-wind-water-shadows/volumesmy-
booksuppose_kochitiff_16-suu8806-tif/

JAPAN 
(recently)

https://inhabitat.com/cocage-stepped-mountain-home-incorporates-light-wind-water-shadows/volumesmy-booksuppose_kochitiff_16-suu8806-tif/
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I selected and ordered 
$1,200,000 (in 2020 dollars) 

of “Ford Reflective Blue 
Glass” for this building

RECALL lecture on CH 9, 10 PASSIVE Cooling & Shading (pdf mp4 a b)

Need Low-e Glass in 
places that get very 
hot for long periods 
of time, like Texas 
and California

This type glass is now also typically Low-e

http://users.etown.edu/w/wunderjt/Architecture%20Lectures/BOOKSTORE%209%20EGR343_Green_Arch_Engr_CH_9_10_LECTURE_Shading_and_Passive_Cooling.pdf
http://users.etown.edu/w/wunderjt/Architecture%20Lectures/BOOKSTORE%209%20EGR343_Green_Arch_Engr_CH_9_10_LECTURE_Shading_and_Passive_Cooling%20PART1.mp4
http://users.etown.edu/w/wunderjt/Architecture%20Lectures/
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https://www.slideshare.net/pathyapustak

/light-and-architecture/1
SOURCE:

https://www.slideshare.net/pathyapustak/light-and-architecture/1
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Recall Lecture: CH 5,11 Climate&Site-Design

JT WunderlichPhD

RECALL lecture on CH 9, 10 
PASSIVE Cooling & Shading 
(pdf mp4 a b)

http://users.etown.edu/w/wunderjt/Architecture%20Lectures/BOOKSTORE%205%20EGR343_Green_Arch_Engr_CH_5_11_LECTURE_Weather_and_Design_for_Site_MERGED%20.pdf
http://users.etown.edu/w/wunderjt/Architecture%20Lectures/BOOKSTORE%209%20EGR343_Green_Arch_Engr_CH_9_10_LECTURE_Shading_and_Passive_Cooling.pdf
http://users.etown.edu/w/wunderjt/Architecture%20Lectures/BOOKSTORE%209%20EGR343_Green_Arch_Engr_CH_9_10_LECTURE_Shading_and_Passive_Cooling%20PART1.mp4
http://users.etown.edu/w/wunderjt/Architecture%20Lectures/
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Common building 
footprints prior to 20th

century – for MAX Daylight 
and VENTILATION
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https://www.tripadvisor.com/Attraction_Review-g52970-d4115576-Reviews-
Park_City_Center-Lancaster_Lancaster_County_Pennsylvania.html

https://www.tripadvisor.com/Attraction_Review-g52970-d4115576-Reviews-Park_City_Center-Lancaster_Lancaster_County_Pennsylvania.html
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MIX OF NATURAL & ARTIFICIAL 

Illuminating Engineering Society (IES) Lighting 
handbook, 10th edition, 2011 

Purchased for Elizabethtown 
College Library to compliment J 
Wunderlich Lighting Design 
lecture series in ERG/ART499A&B 
Architecture Studio I & II, 2018

http://users.etown.edu/w/wunderjt/home_Lab_Manuals_Architecture.html


1. Lighting is for artwork more than observer

2. Use northern sunlight, including from north-facing skylights, to provide evenly
distributed soft light, free of glare 

3. Don’t allow direct sunlight on art (to prevent damage)

4. Fill space with daylight without damaging art, then highlight art only as needed.
This provides high-quality light, and energy efficiency, and earn LEED points

5. Control magnitude and spectra (intensity of light over a range of energies) of all
light on art, to prevent damage

6. Consider thermal effects of light on art

7. Identify art as “high”, “low“, or “no” sensitivity; Then control light accordingly

8. Use only “subtle” or “soft” accent lighting on art

9. Accent lighting not on art, But to provide way-finding, and highlight architecture

10. Minimize impact on gallery from adjacent high-illuminance spaces such as
hallways, lobbies, and restrooms. If necessary, use a “Light Lock” (a vestibule to
separate transition space, like in a theater) 

11. Use low reflectance ceilings, walls, and floors in low-illuminance gallery; and in
adjacent high-illuminance spaces

12. Use indirect lighting to enhance ambient light, and provide way-finding and
highlighted architecture; Using wall-sconces, pendants, chandeliers, up-lighting JT
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MIX OF NATURAL & ARTIFICIAL 

CASE STUDY:
ART GALLERIES

Synthesized by J Wunderlich, 

from Chapters 11 to 16, and 21



Venice

http://admore.it/2013/02/10/waiting-the-venice-art-biennal-2013/
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CASE STUDIES:
ART GALLERIES
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Venice

https://www.artsy.net/artwork/carla-chaim-project-to-resize-the-room
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CASE STUDIES:
ART GALLERIES
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Venice 
http://www.karenlamonte.com/keyword/Venice/
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CASE STUDIES:
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Venice 

http://www.elleuk.com/life-and-culture/articles/g31780/six-best-art-venice-biennale-2017/
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CASE STUDIES:
ART GALLERIES
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Venice 

https://www.tripsavvy.com/top-venice-museums-1548030
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CASE STUDIES:
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Venice 

https://www.venetoinside.com/attraction-tickets-in-veneto/tickets/correr-museum/
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CASE STUDIES:
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Venice 

http://www.europeanbestcities.com/venice-art-museums.html
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CASE STUDIES:
ART GALLERIES

http://www.europeanbestcities.com/venice-art-museums.html
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Source:  
https://www.slideshare.net/PaulaMcHugh/

architectural-color-
and-light-questions-
to-consider

https://www.slideshare.net/PaulaMcHugh/architectural-color-and-light-questions-to-consider
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SOURCE:

CASE STUDY:
THEATRE DESIGN

https://www.slideshare.net/pathyapustak/light-and-architecture/1


Architectural Lighting

WATCH: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aVXoOuzGA0I

JT WunderlichPhD

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aVXoOuzGA0I


Architectural Lighting             Nighttime Lighting

WATCH: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=slEvHTzAXhE

JT WunderlichPhD

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=slEvHTzAXhE


Color Temperature 

Source: http://www.westinghouselighting.com/color-temperature.aspx

JT WunderlichPhD

http://www.westinghouselighting.com/color-temperature.aspx


Source: https://ledcorporations.com/kelvin-aka-cct-correlated-color-temperature/
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Color Temperature 

https://ledcorporations.com/kelvin-aka-cct-correlated-color-temperature/


Source: https://www.pinterest.com.au/pin/392446555010416740/
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Color Temperature 

https://www.pinterest.com.au/pin/392446555010416740/


https://www.homepower.com/articles/home-efficiency/equipment-products/choosing-right-light/
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Color Temperature 

https://www.homepower.com/articles/home-efficiency/equipment-products/choosing-right-light/
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi0seP8gdPaAhVhdt8KHT-IBxkQjRx6BAgAEAU&url=https://www.shutterstock.com/search/color+temperature+chart&psig=AOvVaw1DydsDTV0cPCKl64Se-P5C&ust=1524660959711457
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi0seP8gdPaAhVhdt8KHT-IBxkQjRx6BAgAEAU&url=https://www.shutterstock.com/search/color+temperature+chart&psig=AOvVaw1DydsDTV0cPCKl64Se-P5C&ust=1524660959711457


DAYLIGHT. High power at all wavelengths ("full color spectrum");

highest level of color rendering across the spectrum.  CRI = 100

http://lukeskaff.com/diy-sunlight-simulator-light-therapy-full-

spectrum/

JT WunderlichPhD

Color Rendering Index (CRI)

Quality of Light Source in how it makes an object’s color APPEAR; 
Scale: 0 to 100

http://lukeskaff.com/diy-sunlight-simulator-light-therapy-full-spectrum/


Let’s learn a little bit about 
additive and subtractive color 
before we go into color rendering

JT WunderlichPhD

Color Rendering Index (CRI)
Quality of Light Source in how it makes an object’s color APPEAR; 
Scale: 0 to 100



Understanding Color (source: 

https://www.rgbworld.com/color.html )

Primary Colors | Additive Color (RGB) | Subtractive Color (CMY)

What is Color?

Color is all around us. It is a sensation that adds excitement and emotion 

to our lives. Everything from the cloths  we wear, to the pictures we 

paint revolves around color. Without color; the world (especially RGB 

World)  would be a much less beautiful place. Color can also be used to 

describe emotions; we can be red hot, feeling  blue, or be green with

envy.

In order to understand color we need a brief overview of light. 
Without light, there would be no color, and  hence no RGB World. 
Thank God for light!

Light is made up of energy waves which are grouped together in what
is called a spectrum. Light that appears white to us, such as light from
the sun, is actually composed of many colors. The wavelengths of light
are not colored, but produce the sensation of color.
VISIBLE LIGHT: the wave links our eyes can detect it’s only a small portion of the electromagnetic spectrum   VIDEO

Visible light - The wavelengths our eyes can detect is only a small

portion of the electromagnetic energy

and red.

If the visible portion of the light spectrum is divided into thirds, the predominant colors are red, green and blue .

These three colors are considered the primary colors of the visible light spectrum.

Primary colors can be arranged in a circle, commonly refered to as a color wheel. Red, green and blue (RGB)
form a triangle on the color wheel. In between the primary colors are the secondary colors, cyan, magenta and
yellow (CMY), which form another triangle.

Joseph T Wunderlich PhD

Excerpt from J Wunderlich Lecture: “Color-Physics/Display-Tech”

JT WunderlichPhD

https://www.rgbworld.com/color.html
https://www.rgbworld.com/color#primary
https://www.rgbworld.com/color#add
https://www.rgbworld.com/color#subtract
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QZhXzgw-Qf0
http://users.etown.edu/w/wunderjt/EGR_CS230/PACKET%2021%20BOOKSTORE%20Understanding%20Color%20highlighted%20plus%20Displays%20IN%20COLOR.pptx


The media and methods used to reproduce color include color paintings, printing presses, color film, color

monitors, color printers, etc. There are only two basic ways, however, of reproducing color... additive and

subtractive.

Additive Color System (RGB) (back to top)

The additive color system involves light emitted directly from a source, before an object reflects the light. The  
additive reproduction process mixes various amounts of red, green and blue light to produce other colors.
Combining one of these additive primary colors with another produces the additive secondary colors cyan,  
magenta, yellow. Combining all three primary colors produces white.

Television and computer monitors create color using the primary colors of light. Each pixel on a monitor screen

starts out as black. When the red, green and blue phosphors of a pixel are illuminated simultaneously, that pixel  
becomes white. This phenomenon is called additive color.

To illustrate additive color, imagine three spotlights, one red, one green and one blue  
focused from the back of an ice arena on skaters in an ice show. Where the blue and

green spotlights overlap, the color cyan is produced; where the blue and red

spotlights overlap, the color magenta is produced; where the red and green spotlights  
overlap the color yellow is produced. When added together, red, green and blue lights  
produce what we perceive as white light.

As mentioned before, television screens and computer monitors are examples of systems that use additive color.  

Thousands of red, green and blue phosphor dots make up the images on video monitors. The phosphor dots emit  

light when activated electronically, and it is the combination of different intensities of red, green and blue  

phosphor dots that produces all the colors on a video monitor. Because the dots are so small and close together,  

we do not see them individually, but see the colors formed by the mixture of light. Colors often vary from one  

monitor to another. This is not new information to anyone who has visited an electronics store with various  

brands of televisions on display. Also, colors on monitors change over time. Currently, there are no color  

standards for the phosphors used in manufacturing monitors for the graphics arts industry.

All image capture devices utilize th system to gather the information needed to reproduce aAdditive color

COMPUTER MONITORS:

JT WunderlichPhD

https://www.rgbworld.com/color#top


Subractive Color System (CMY) (back to top)

Photographs, magazines and other objects of nature such as an apple; create color by subtracting or absorbing
certain wavelengths of color while reflecting other wavelengths back to the viewer. This phenomenon is called

subtractive color.

really has no colorA red apple is a good example of subtractive color; the apple ; it has no light energy of its

own, it merely reflects the wavelengths of white light that cause us to see red and absorbs most of the other
wavelengths which evokes the sensation of red. The viewer (or detector) can be the human eye, film in a camera

or a light-sensing instrument.

The subtractive color system involves colorants and reflected light . Subtractive color starts with an object (often

a substrate such as paper or canvas) that reflects light and uses colorants (such as pigments or dyes) to subtract
portions of the white light illuminating an object to produce other colors. If an object reflects all the white light

back to the viewer, it appears white. If an object absorbs (subtracts) all the light illuminating it, no light is
reflected back to the viewer and it appears black. It is the subtractive process that allows everyday objects
around us to show color.

Color paintings, color photography and all color printing processes use the subtractive process to reproduce  
color. In these cases, the reflective substrate is canvas (paintings) or paper (photographs, prints), which is  
usually white.

Printing presses use color inks that act as filters and subtract portions of the white light striking the image on

paper to produce other colors . Printing inks are transparent, which allows light to pass through to and reflect off
of the paper base. It is the paper that reflects any unabsorbed light back to the viewer. The offset printing

uses cyan, magenta and yellow (CMY)process process color inks and a fourth ink, black. The black printing

designated Kink is to avoid confusion with B for blue. Overprinting one transparent printing ink with another

secondary colors, red, green, blueproduces the subtractive .

The illustrations below show process inks printed on white paper. Each process printing ink (cyan, magenta,  
yellow) absorbs or subtracts certain portions of white light and reflects other portions back to the viewer.
Process printing inks are transparent. It is the paper that reflects unabsorbed light back to the viewer.

secondary colors red, green, and blue

COMPUTER PRINTERS use Red, Green, and Blue ink, but also Black because:

JT WunderlichPhD

https://www.rgbworld.com/color#top


To be reproducible on press, an original color image, such as a photograph, must first be converted into a  
pattern of small dots for each of the four colors (CMYK). When printed with ink on paper, the small dots fool  
the eye and give the visual appearance of the original Image.

To summarize: Subtractive color involves colorants and reflected light. It uses cyan, magenta and yellow
pigments or dyes to subtract portions of white light illuminating an object to produce other colors. When
combined in equal amounts, pure subtractive primary colors produce the appearance of black.

Computer Monitors
and some advice on making design decisions

J. Wunderlich PhD

PHYSICS:
Recall additive and subtractive colors from previous lecture, and watch this video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Er7CM_RNFZ4

Computer Monitors use additive color mixing, and RGB (Red Green Blue) Hexadecimal (Base 16) numbers to specify the mixing. Each  
Hexadecimal number for each color is two Hex digits (00 to FF), representing 0 to 255 in Decimal (Base 10) or 0000 to1111 in Binary  
(Base 2):

Image from: http://suddenwhims.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/rainbow-hex-rgb.png

Also recall how light works: moves through space like a wave, interacts with matter like a particle (with an “effective mass”) and it can  
be bent, and filtered:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Las85s-LYM 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y_F7acYIxhw (just understand concept in first minute)

Hexadecimal Decimal Binary
(Base 16) (Base 10) (Base 2)

11111111, 00000000,
00000000

11111111, 01111111,
00000000

11111111, 11111111,
00000000

00000000, 11111111,
00000000

00000000, 00000000,
11111111

00101101, 00000000,
01000010

01001111, 00000000,
11111111

JT WunderlichPhD

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Er7CM_RNFZ4
http://suddenwhims.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/rainbow-hex-rgb.png
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Las85s-LYM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y_F7acYIxhw


“WARM-WHITE FLUORESCENT” example with a CRI = 82,  

and Temp=3000K. All wavelengths ("full spectrum”) present, but only 
certain wavelengths strong, and some wavelengths very low, near zero

https://www.topbulb.com/color-rendering-indexJT WunderlichPhD

Color Rendering Index (CRI)
Quality of Light Source in how it makes an 
object’s color APPEAR; Scale: 0 to 100

https://www.topbulb.com/color-rendering-index


“COOL-WHITE FLUORESCENT” with a CRI = 98, Temp=5000K

No low points in the curve close to zero power.

https://www.topbulb.com/color-rendering-index
JT WunderlichPhD

Color Rendering Index (CRI)
Quality of Light Source in how it makes an 
object’s color APPEAR; Scale: 0 to 100

https://www.topbulb.com/color-rendering-index


http://www.westinghouselighting.com/lighting-education/color-rendering-index-cri.aspx
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Color Rendering Index (CRI)
Quality of Light Source in how it makes an 
object’s color APPEAR; Scale: 0 to 100

http://www.westinghouselighting.com/lighting-education/color-rendering-index-cri.aspx


http://www.tesengineering.com/color-rendering-index-across-a-spectrum-of-options/

JT WunderlichPhD

Color Rendering Index (CRI)
Quality of Light Source in how it makes an 
object’s color APPEAR; Scale: 0 to 100

http://www.tesengineering.com/color-rendering-index-across-a-spectrum-of-options/


HALOGEN is often the best choice for Artwork
- It adds a special “sparkle”

JT WunderlichPhD

Color Rendering Index (CRI)
Quality of Light Source in how it makes an 
object’s color APPEAR; Scale: 0 to 100

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aVXoOuzGA0I

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aVXoOuzGA0I


http://www.getty.edu/conservation/our_projects/science/lighting/case.html

LED’s are improving, but not yet replacing Halogen everywhere for 

lighting Artwork

JT WunderlichPhD

Color Rendering Index (CRI)
Quality of Light Source in how it makes an 
object’s color APPEAR; Scale: 0 to 100

http://www.getty.edu/conservation/our_projects/science/lighting/case.html


http://research.ng-london.org.uk/scientific/spd/?page=info
JT WunderlichPhD

LED’s are improving, but not yet replacing Halogen everywhere for 

lighting Artwork

Color Rendering Index (CRI)
Quality of Light Source in how it makes an 
object’s color APPEAR; Scale: 0 to 100

http://research.ng-london.org.uk/scientific/spd/?page=info


Label on Box        

https://www.google.com/search?q=Daylight+bulb+CRI&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiRu7_ujdPaAhVqhuAKHWuWATAQ_AUICygC&biw=1024&bih=1163#imgrc=GDysS2Z4Dvvd9M: 

JT WunderlichPhD

https://www.google.com/search?q=Daylight+bulb+CRI&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiRu7_ujdPaAhVqhuAKHWuWATAQ_AUICygC&biw=1024&bih=1163


JT WunderlichPhD



VISIBLE LIGHT is part of Electromagnetic (EM) Spectrum of WAVES

Which interact with matter like particles (PHOTONS) 
with “Effective Mass” 

see Dr. W Active Solar lecture (PV PhotoVoltaics part) 
PPTX-w/audio PDF MP4

VISIBLE LIGHT is in a range of wavelengths directly related to the 
temperature of our sun (i.e. humans have adapted to its star)

VISABLE LIGHT vs. THERMAL RADIATION (HEAT)
• See Dr W lecture on A&E Thermodynamics: PDF

The range of wavelengths of thermal radiation includes visible light, however 
we’re most concerned with the heat loss associated with the infrared 
wavelengths outside of the range of visible light

• This is where we do THERMAL IMAGING to measure HEAT LOSS

JT WunderlichPhD

CH 14 Electric Lighting

http://users.etown.edu/w/wunderjt/Architecture%20Lectures/BOOKSTORE%208%20EGR343_Green_Arch_Engr_CH_8_LECTURE_Active_Solar_Designs.pptx
http://users.etown.edu/w/wunderjt/Architecture%20Lectures/BOOKSTORE%208%20EGR343_Green_Arch_Engr_CH_8_LECTURE_Active_Solar_Designs.pdf
http://users.etown.edu/w/wunderjt/Architecture%20Lectures/BOOKSTORE%208%20EGR343_Green_Arch_Engr_CH_8_LECTURE_Active_Solar_Designs.mp4
http://users.etown.edu/w/wunderjt/Architecture%20Lectures/BOOKSTORE%203%20EGR343_Green_Arch_Engr_CH_3_LECTURE_Thermodynamics.pdf


at 60HZ in U.S.
at 50HZ in many  

other countries  

with differentAC

CFL
Compact FLorescent

JT WunderlichPhD

This can  
sometimes give 

people 
headaches after 

prolonged 
exposure



JT WunderlichPhD

+ Very long Life
+ Wide Diffused Light
+ Good for big Gyms
- Requires 5 minutes to start



LED’s (Light Emitting Diodes)
+ EFFICACY = Wide Range, from good to great!
+ LIFE = 10,000 to 50,000 HOURS !
+ Great Control of Light Qualities

https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Range-of-efficacy-for-various-light-sources_fig1_262851515

https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Range-of-efficacy-for-various-light-sources_fig1_262851515
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https://www.dmlights.com/blog/interpret-light-distribution-curve/

Light Distribution

https://www.dmlights.com/blog/interpret-light-distribution-curve/


JT WunderlichPhD

Reduce glare with:
- DIFFUSERS (lenses on fixtures) 
- LAMPSHADES 
- WALL & CEILING COLORS/TEXTURES



JT WunderlichPhD

Analogous to the LIGHTING RATIO in photography:

https://nofilmschool.com/2017/05/understanding-lighting-ratios-what-are-they-and-why-do-they-matter

https://nofilmschool.com/2017/05/understanding-lighting-ratios-what-are-they-and-why-do-they-matter


https://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/browser/

In UNITED STATES:

Due to great 
innovations in the 
US and elsewhere

JT WunderlichPhD

https://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/browser/
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U. S. ENERGY USE (not just electrical) in 2019:

Buildings (39.3%)

Part in Buildings

We hopefully 
can do better 
than this

JT WunderlichPhD

http://css.umich.edu/factsheets/us-energy-system-factsheet


https://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/browser/

We can do much 
better than this !!

U. S. ENERGY PRODUCTION (not just electrical) in 2019:

JT WunderlichPhD

https://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/browser/


GERMANY ENERGY USE (not just electrical) in 2019:

https://www.cleanenergywire.org/factsheets/

germanys-energy-consumption-
and-power-mix-charts

JT WunderlichPhD

https://www.cleanenergywire.org/factsheets/germanys-energy-consumption-and-power-mix-charts


GERMANY ENERGY PRODUCTION in 2019:

https://www.cleanenergywire.org/factsheets/

germanys-energy-consumption-
and-power-mix-charts

JT WunderlichPhD

https://www.cleanenergywire.org/factsheets/germanys-energy-consumption-and-power-mix-charts


GERMANY ENERGY PRODUCTION in 2019:

https://www.cleanenergywire.org/factsheets/

germanys-energy-consumption-
and-power-mix-charts

JT WunderlichPhD

https://www.cleanenergywire.org/factsheets/germanys-energy-consumption-and-power-mix-charts


GERMANY ENERGY PRODUCTION in 2019:

https://www.cleanenergywire.org/factsheets/

germanys-energy-consumption-
and-power-mix-charts

JT WunderlichPhD

https://www.cleanenergywire.org/factsheets/germanys-energy-consumption-and-power-mix-charts


GERMANY ENERGY PRODUCTION in 2019:

https://www.cleanenergywire.org/factsheets/

germanys-energy-consumption-
and-power-mix-charts

JT WunderlichPhD

https://www.cleanenergywire.org/factsheets/germanys-energy-consumption-and-power-mix-charts


U.S. ENERGY USE/PRODUCTION

JT WunderlichPhD

~2004



U.S. ENERGY USE/PRODUCTION ~2004 ++

JT WunderlichPhD



U.S. ENERGY USE/PRODUCTION ~2004 ++

JT WunderlichPhD



U.S. ENERGY USE/PRODUCTION ~2004 ++

JT WunderlichPhD

Watch: 
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=Jk3kZ8qyS2M

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jk3kZ8qyS2M


Supplemental Reading (J Wunderlich Lectures):

Lighting (LEED-Points)
Daylight (LEED-Points)
Views (LEED-Points)

Vision - Eyes&Brain
Vision - NonVisual-Effects
Vision - Performance&Perception

Human vs. Machine Vision
Color-Physics/Display-Tech
Computer-graphics
Graphics-boards

http://users.etown.edu/w/wunderjt/Architecture%20Lectures/LEED%20v4%20INTERIOR%20LIGHTING.pdf
http://users.etown.edu/w/wunderjt/Architecture%20Lectures/LEED%20v4%20DAYLIGHT.pdf
http://users.etown.edu/w/wunderjt/Architecture%20Lectures/LEED%20v4%20QUALITY%20VIEWS.pdf
http://users.etown.edu/w/wunderjt/Architecture%20Lectures/LIGHTING_IES_CH2_Eyes_Brain01272018_0006.pdf
http://users.etown.edu/w/wunderjt/Architecture%20Lectures/LIGHTING_IES_CH3_Non_Visual_Effects01272018.pdf
http://users.etown.edu/w/wunderjt/Architecture%20Lectures/LIGHTING_IES_CH4_Performance_and_Perception01272018.pdf
http://users.etown.edu/w/wunderjt/EGR_CS230/PACKET%2020%20BOOKSTORE%20Human%20Vision.pptx
http://users.etown.edu/w/wunderjt/EGR_CS230/PACKET%2021%20BOOKSTORE%20Understanding%20Color%20highlighted%20plus%20Displays%20IN%20COLOR.pptx
http://users.etown.edu/w/wunderjt/EGR_CS230/PACKET%2022%20BOOKSTORE,%20TEXTBOOK%20CHAPTER%20Reading%20Graphics%20CDA.pptx
http://users.etown.edu/w/wunderjt/EGR_CS230/PACKET%2023%20BOOKSTORE%20GRAPHICS_BOARDS_3.pptx

